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Westinghouse Energy Systems Box 355
Pittsburgh Pennsylvania 15230-0355

Electric Corporation

NTD-NRC-95-4577
DCP/NRC0419
Docket No.: STN-52-003

* October 12, l' !
<

Docament Control Desk )
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission j

Washington, D.C. 20555

ATTENTION: MR. T. R. QUAY

SUBJECT: UPDATED GOTHIC DOCUMENTATION

Dear Mr. Quay:

During the August 16,1995 meeting between Westinghouse and the Containment Systems and Severe
Accident Branch, Westinghouse took an action to provide updated GOTHIC documentation and a
description of the significant differences in the solver portions of GOTHIC and Westinghouse-
GOTHIC. Attachment I to this letter summarizes significant differences between the two codes. The
updated GOTillC documentation, applicable to Westinghouse-GOTHIC except as noted in this
transmittal, was issued in NTD-NRC-95 4563.

The Westinghouse Electric Corporation copyright notice is also attached.

Please contact John C. Butler on (412) 374-5268 if you have any questions concerning this transmittal.

Y'. ' . ~
Brian A. McIntyre, t ager
Advanced Plant Safety and Licensing

/nja

ec: T. J. Kenyon, NRC
D. Jackson, NRC
J. Kudrick, NRC
E. Throm, NRC
P. Boehnert, ACRS
N. J. Liparulo, Westinghouse
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COPYRIGHT NOTICE

The reports transmitted herewith each bear a Westinghouse copyright notice. The NRC is permitted to
make the number of copies of the information contained in these reports which are necessary for its
internal use in connection with generic and plant-specific reviews and approvals as well as the
issuance, denial, amendment, transfer, renewal, modification, suspension, revocation, or violation of a
license, permit, order, or regulation subject to the requirements of 10 CFR 2.790 regarding restrictions .
on public disclosure to the extent such information has been identified as proprietary by Westinghouse,
copyright protection notwithstanding. With respect to the non-proprietary versions of these reports, the
NRC is permitted to make the number of copies beyond those necessary for its internal use which are
necessary in order to have one copy available for public viewing in the appropriate docket files in the
public document room in Washington, D.C. and in local public document rooms as may be required
by NRC regulations if the number of copies submitted is insufficient for this purpose Copies made ,

by the NRC must include the copyright notice in all instances and the proprietary notice if the original
was identified as proprietary.
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ATTACIIMENT TO LETTER NTD NRC 95-4577.

GOTillC DESCRIPTION
,

Introduction

This submittal summarizes the differences that have been identified through a comparison of the
; currently configured version of Westinghouse-GOTHIC _S, Version 1.2, and the QA-reviewed EPRI
i version of GOTilIC_S, Version 4.0, and the Westinghouse-GOTHIC _S rnodels that are not used in the

analysis of the AP600 and supporting tests.'

Tables I and 2 provide a preliminary listing of those differences that represent a change in the actual
calculations of the code. Differences such as comments or optimization of a given calculation are not
included in the table since these types of changes do not alter the actual calculatioris. In addition, ;

differences related to incorporating the Westinghouse passive cooling heat and mass transfer logic are
omitted from the table since they are fully described in WCAP-14382.

Also included is a compilation of those models available in Westinghouse-GOTHIC _S code that were
not used in the analysis of the AP600 containment. These models were also not used during
supporting analysis of large scale and single effects test analyses, and can therefore be excluded from
the AP600 review.3

This submittal completes a commitment to describe the significant differences between GOTHIC
Version 4.0 and Westinghouse GOTHIC _S Version 1.2, and to provide updated documentation
applicable to Westinghouse-GOTHIC _S.
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j The EPRI Quality Assurance reviewed GUTHIC solver Version 4.0 has been compared to
'

WGUTHIC solver version 1.2. The WGUTHIC solver is based on GOTHIC Version 3.4c which
w'as a recent predecessor to the version of the solver supplied for the final design review. Version ;
3.4d was the basis for the design review of the code package. Incorporation of the comments from :

'the design review msulted in the creation of GOTHIC _S Version 4.0.
3

Since the two versions have very close revision numbers it was expected that the differences |
*

iwould be few and minor. He tables below summarize the differences that were found between the
two codes. The result of the comparison is that the largest difference between the two code !,

versions is the incorporation of the Westinghouse passive cooling routines and logic. De
I

incorporation of the passive cooling routines involved new subroutines along with links back into ;

the GUTHIC_S mass and energy equations. |!

; \
'

In all routines there were diffemnces in the comments, optimization of calculations, etc. His
caliber of differences will not affect the code and are not reflected in the table below; only those
differences that alter the calculations in the solver are presented below. Differences resulting from
the incorporation of the Westinghouse passive cooling system models are not reflected in the-

tables. These differences are discussed in detail in WCAP 14382.

The first table consists of those differences that have been determined to have a negligible impact ,

: on the code and resultant calculations. The criteria used to conclude that these differences are l

insignificant were first, the differences between the two versions are numerically small, or second,
the differences are in models and routines that are not. exercised in the analyses supporting the,

i AP600.

The second table contains those differences that may have an effect on the calculations made to

; support the AP600 containment design. These differences are slightly more substantial with
'

respect to the AP600 and require additional evaluation; however, it isjudged that these differences

| will also have a negligible effect on the results of the analyses and will therefore not alter the
conclusions that have been drawn from those analyses. The basis for this is that the entire

j GOTHIC Code Qualification document was regenerated using Version 4.0 of the solver. The
results of the m analyses are essentially the same as those contained in the Version 3.4 Code

: Qualification Document.

'
Table:1 Identised DINorsaces Between GUTHIC_S Wrsion 4.0 and WGOTHIC_S Wrsion 1.2 Determined

to be Negligible'

ROLTr!NE DESCRITTION GUTHIC Version 4.0 WGUTHIC Version 1.2
,

blkdat.f Coefficient used to calculate 0.005245502294 0.005245502284
saturated liquid enthalpy

boiling.f Fum thickness calculation for use (0.5*d *(l -(1 li frac)M))/ [0.25*dg* liq _ frac)/ wet _ frach 4
in calculating the single phase wetJrac
liquid beat transfer coefficient',

4
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Table:1 . Identi8ed Diffennces Between GOTHIC _S Version 4.0 and WGOTHIC_S Version 1.2 Determined
to be Negligible

RolTTINE DESCRIPTION GOTHIC Version 4.0 WGOTHIC Wrsion 1.2

bothog.f Vernon 4.0 deleted the logic hspt=(0.023 *rel s,p,g 4).xkliq/de hspl= max ( 3.66,.023 * rel s,p,g 4)* xki

setting the minimum single liquid hspv=(.023* reg.s.p,,;34).cmix/ iq/de
and vapor heat transfer coef6cient de hspv= max (3.66,

s d
to 3.66*k/dn .023* reg *prmix )*cmix/de

condm f Corrected conversion factor from 0.08805 0.317
2 2Watts /m to Btu /br*ft when

specifying a 6xed surface heat
6ux

intfr.f Corrected the calculauon of the rhub= min (rbub,0.5'dny4 0.02) rbub= min (rbub.l.0*dny4 0.(M) |
average small bubble radius |

intfr.f Deleted a small bubble heat hshiv=(2.0+0.74* reb"3*prt*333)* hshlv= max [(2.0+0.74*rebas.
transfer coef6cient calculation ykf*dbubi prt*333)*ykf*dbubi,
opdon rip *( blt-hf) * y kf* dbubi/(rvp *(hf.

bg)))

intfr.f Corrected the minunum droplet cdd=4.0 cdd=0.45

interfaciel drag coef6cient )
intfr.f Added logic to determine laminar drop limit

terminal velocides for droplets in solid sphere i
various regimes distorted i

!drop limit .

intfr.f Reinstituted droplet Available Not available
deentrainment on bortzontal i

Isurfaces

solids.f Version 4.0 permits a time
dependent multiplier on the ice I

'
heat transfer coef6cient.

tpress.f Calculation of liquid and vapor d321(jjj)=d321(jjj)+0.25'dvdzl d321(jj j )=d321(jj,j )+0.125 * d vdzl

strain rates d32v(iij)=d32v(iij)+0.25*dvdzy d32 v(ii j)=d32v(ii,j)+0.125 *dvdzv

|

Table:2 Identi8ed Differences Between GOTHIC _S Version 4.0 and WGOTHIC_S Version 1.2 Judged to be
Insigrd8 cant

ROLTTINE DESCRIFTION GUTlilC Version 4.0 WGUTHIC Wrsion 1.2 j

heat.f Moddled the method used to [0.5*d *(1.-(1-li frac)as)l/ [0.25*dg* Liq.fracl/ wet _ frach 9
Calculele the minimum e60Cdve wet. frac
61m thickne=s

heatf Corrected modi er on smoothing htevu=htevu+ htcvu=htcvu +

method for the Uchida correlation (hteyt-htevu)*exp@o25*,"* (hteyt-htevu)*expgos' gem

heat.f Removed old time weighting htevs(isd n)=xvap*hv1 htevs(isd n>(xvap*hv1)*3 *
from direct wallcondensation and max (one.htevs(isd.n))*'
Tagami
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Table:2 . IdentiSed Differences Between GOTHIC _S Version 4.0 and WGUTHIC_S Version 1.2 Judged to be
Insigni6 cant

,

ROIIIINE DESCRIPTION GUTHIC Versloe 4.0 WGUTHIC Version 1.2

newdit.f Gravity driven dow time step delsmx=delt*0.5/dgmx delgmx=delt*l.0/dgmx
limit logic increased

posOd.f Version 1.2 forces the change in
vertical mass 8ow per change m )
pressure to zero for all cells
connected to a pressure boundary
condition.

posOd.f Version 4.0 recalculates gas
densities during update for
temporal and phase change
calculation

setm.f Revised the lower lima for the bumio=2. bumin=15.

Uchida beat transfer coef6cient

.
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The following list of GOTHIC _S Version 4.0 models were not used in the analysis of the AP600
containment and supporting analyses of tests using the WGUTHIC_S Version 1.2:

Gido-Koestel Condensation
Tube and Rod Conductors
Components Pumps and Fans

Valves
Heat Exchangers
Vacuum Breakers
Spray Nozzles
Coolers
Volumetric Fans

Coupled Boundary Conditions
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